
“AVATAR” ASSEMBLAGE

Assemblage Art dates back to the Cubist constructions of Pablo 
Picasso as early as 1912 – 1914. This process involves compil-
ing various objects and images together to create a new piece 
of work, ultimately creating a new context with these found and 
resourced materials. For this assignment in Digital Concepts, you 
will be creating a “digital” assemblage using the program Adobe 
Photoshop. 

While I’m certain most of you have seen the film Avatar, I’m not 
talking about giant blue aliens on the planet Pandora. The word 
“avatar” in the world of computing references a graphic repre-
sentation of you in the digital world. For example, when you play 
a video game, you make a character that represents who you are 
in that game. Think of your “avatar” as your alter ego. We ALL 
have alter egos. Who you are in this class may be very different 
than who you are at home, who you are with your friends, and 
who you are online. 
You will use (appropriate, srsly guise…) images of yourself to create a Photoshop assemblage contrasting your “real” self and 
your Avatar. By Avatar, I mean a “digital” representation of yourself focusing on some type of alternate personality online. You 
will contrast yourself with little items representing the other side of your life you don’t broadcast to the world – emotions, reali-
ties, challenges and hopes. The goal here is to examine the relationship between the different “selves” you present for different 
contexts – personal self, school self, family self, relationship self, work self, gaming/avatar self, social media self, etc. What are the 
contrasts, contradictions or correspondences?

Think about the following questions: 

• What defines the “real” you? Who do you wish you were?
• What is the truth of your life? What do you hide/share with others?
• How does your digital self differ from your non- digital self? How are they similar?
• What sorts of colors, objects, symbols, etc. describe who you are, or who you want to be?

Explore the ways you can levy the mechanics of Photoshop to break the limits of reality and suspend disbelief in your audience. 
Consider also the power of an image to convey and imply truth. With Photoshop as prevalent as it is, can you believe everything 
you see? Could you ever? These images can be as basic or as fantastical as they need to be to show who you are, and who your 
Avatar is.  In addition to creating your assemblage, you will write a 1 page paper discussing your final image. This paper should 
be a critical response to the assignment, and will explain the digital avatar you created and the real-self in your image. Take time 
to reference the questions above, and talk about your decision making process. How did you represent yourself and your avatar? 
Why did you choose the assets you used? If you used assets from flickr.com’s creative commons, please list them as credits in your 
paper. Failure to do so will adversely affect your grade. 

DUE: 1.26.15

Instructor: Erin Zerbe               Contact: ezerbe@sienaheights.edu       Office Hours: By Appointment 



Project Requirements:
•You must create a digital assemblage in Photoshop that is 
9x12 inches. The final product will be printed using the EPSON 
3800 in class, and turned in, along with the compressed .jpg, 
the full .psd, and all the asset files. In addition, you will turn in 
a 1 page write up about your finished image. Failure to turn in 
any part of the finished product will result in a lowering of your 
grade by 1 letter.

•Your image should have a consistent resolution, which means 
you should only use high-resolution images (unless low-res 
is used in support of the work’s thematic content and you can 
demonstrate that). You should work to create an image that is 
internally coherent, considers perspective and color scheme, 
and has an identifiable theme or aesthetic.

•Your assemblage must contain at least 10 different assets. 
These can consist of your own photos, images from the flickr.
com creative commons, drawings, paintings, fibers, textures, 
etc. Think creatively about your assets and how they will relate 
to and inform your finished assemblage. 

•If you use images from Flickr’s creative commons, please be 
sure to credit them in your 1 page write up. 

•Conceptually, you must develop a constructed avatar for 
yourself in your piece.  Your image should defy the limits of 
reality in some way, and embody a critical perspective on the 
differences or similarities between your “real” self and your 
“assembled” avatar. 

•Your image must include at least 1 photo you took of your-
self, and 1 scanned element. This could be a texture, fabric, 
drawing, painting, etc. 

•Your image must be built in Photoshop, and needs to include 
the following Photoshop elements: 

o Text 
o At least 1 filter
o Manual or Auto Selection Use
o Multiple layers
o At least 1 effect from an adjustment layer
o Clone tool/Patch Tool
o Liquify Effect
o Free Transform Element
o Use of Layer Mask

Concept Due: 1.12.15 (can include sketches if you’d like!) 
What you plan to do, and how you think it connects with the 
questions above. This should be fleshed out enough to explain 
how this piece will showcase “you” and your “avatar”. Please be 
prepared to explain your ideas and answer any questions.

Rough Draft in Sketch Book Due: 1.14.15
In your sketchbook, I want you to draw out template of what you 
plan to do in photoshop. This should illustrate how you will in-
clude multiple assets, ideas about how they will come together, 
and even resources or inspiration. You drawings do not have to 
be beautiful, just a good road map of how you envision your 
piece coming together. 

Digital Draft: 1.21.15
Your digital draft should show your piece as you’ve imagined it. 
This will be a “pre” critique, so you can receive values feedback 
before the final due date, and make any changes accordingly. 

Final: 1.26.15

Due Dates:


